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Robus raises return targets for two corporate bond funds 

 

• Robus raises return targets for Robus Credit Opportunities Fund and Robus Mid-
Market Value Bond Fund by 3 percent p.a. each for the next three years 

• European high-yield markets remain volatile in 2023 and offer entry opportunities 

• Active focus on cheap bonds with high yields to maturity stabilizes the portfolio 

 

London, 25. January 2023. In an environment of rising bond yields, German mid-market investor 

Robus Capital has increased the target returns of its two actively managed corporate bond funds by 3 

percent p.a. each over the next three years. This puts the Robus Credit Opportunities Fund's (“RCOF”) 

targeted corridor of expected interest income and capital gains from secondary market transactions at 

8-10 percent and the Robus Mid-Market Value Bond Fund's (“RMVBF”) at 7-9 percent.1 However, 

continued volatility in European high-yield bond markets is expected in 2023 and insolvency risks are 

also increasing with higher funding costs. 

2023 starts in crisis mode 

Robus Capital invests the two liquid funds' assets of more than 400 million euros primarily in debt 

instruments of mid-sized European companies with short durations and high coupons. With its 

particular focus on secondary market transactions, RCOF was able to limit its negative return in 2022 to 

-5.76 percent, while the CS Western EU High Yield Index posted a loss of 11.6 percent over the same 

period. In the RMVBF, which like the RCOF also invests in high yield bonds, local bonds as well as 

convertible bonds and trades securities on the secondary market, the minus in 2022 is -9.55 percent as 

of the end of December 2022.2 

Dieter Kaiser, managing director at Robus Capital, initially expects little easing in the markets in the 

coming year: “The year 2023 will almost certainly start with an official recession for Germany, France 

and Italy, the severity and duration of which cannot yet be predicted.” In the environment of rising 

bond yields, he expects the yield advantage of the two liquid Robus funds over the European high-yield 

market to continue to expand. RCOF's current yield3 is 9.4 percent and RMVBF's is 10.4 percent. The 

yield to maturity in both funds is 13.5 percent. The duration of the two portfolios averages 1.5 years. 

 
1 Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. 
2 Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. 
3 Interest paid on a bond divided by the current price. 
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In addition to the defensive positioning, Kaiser justifies the relative advantage with the regional focus 

of the Robus funds on medium-sized issuers in the D/A/CH region, the BeNeLux countries and Northern 

Europe. Attractive purchases in the secondary market in recent months are also a promising basis, he 

says. As an example, he cites the Munich-based online portal Best Secret, which specializes in 

discounted brand fashion. “We already have a long, very successful business relationship with the 

company. Despite the impressive business development and a very low net debt ratio, we were able to 

subscribe to a new bond with a term until December 2023 at very favorable conditions in the fall in view 

of the market turmoil.” 

Volatility is expected to continue on the credit markets 

“High volatility is also to be expected in the coming year, both in the high-yield bond market and in 

other credit segments such as senior syndicated loans, local German bond issues and Nordic bonds. If 

default rates continue to rise, this will further depress the prices of troubled candidates,” Kaiser 

predicts. “We do not expect the European credit markets to bottom out until the coming quarters. 

However, given the sharp rise in risk premiums, we no longer expect prices in the high-yield segment to 

fall dramatically.” 

Portfolio manager Mark Hoffmann examines entry opportunities in this environment according to 

firmly defined criteria: “Inflation, supply chain problems, political risks and the uncertain energy 

situation will continue to weigh on companies of all sizes in all regions and sectors. In addition, the 

comeback of interest rates is making new debt capital increasingly expensive. Against this backdrop, it 

is essential for our credit selection to consider whether rising prices can be passed on to customers 

through a strong competitive position.” 

With the worsening refinancing conditions, the risk of insolvencies is also increasing, he said. “Our 

specialization in credit instruments for mid-sized companies benefits both our partners and our 

investors. Even during the pandemic, we saw that amendments to the bond documentation to be a big 

relief for healthy companies, which can be very rewarding as well,” says Hoffmann. 
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About Robus Capital 
Robus Capital was founded in 2011 as an institutional asset manager specialising in publicly traded and 
private corporate bonds and loans. Today, Robus Capital manages an investment volume of EUR 1 billion 
from offices in Frankfurt and London. Robus Capital manages several special funds and a mutual fund. 
The investment focus is on debt instruments of medium-sized companies such as bonds, syndicated 
loans and promissory note loans. Institutional investors (insurance companies, foundations, pension 
funds or family assets), who often have a corporate background themselves, are Robus Capital's main 
client group. Investments can be made in both the primary and secondary markets and are also made in 
special situations that are very complex and require in-depth analysis. Robus Capital's regional focus is 
Europe and in particular the German-speaking countries, Benelux and Scandinavia. As of: January 2023. 
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